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Jobipedia Helps Students Generate Resumes for Free
Launched in May 2016, the Jobipedia Resume Generator has helped over 700 students and
recent graduates create their first resumes. Designed in collaboration with members of talent
acquisition teams from companies like Cardinal Health, Textron and Mutual of Omaha, the
resume generator is just another free resource available on Jobipedia.
The resume generator’s online form outlines what questions a job seeker should answer, and
the necessary information a recruiter or hiring manager wants to see when reviewing a
candidate. Once a job seeker has added their information, the resume generator creates a
downloadable Word document in the preferred format of many hiring experts that contribute
to Jobipedia.
Mike McGuiness, Executive Director of Jobipedia, said, “We’re always looking to develop tools
and resources that support students and interns on their path to employment. Your resume is
an advertisement of yourself to potential employers. Students need to include the right
information on their resume and, most importantly, their information needs to be displayed in
a way that’s easy for a hiring manager or recruiter to review.”
Students and recent graduates find the resume generator to be a useful resource because it
alleviates the concern that they may not be structing their resume correctly, or they may be
missing information that’s important to an employer. The fact that the resume generator is free
is just an added bonus.
The layout used for each resume was developed by individuals currently hiring and recruiting
for some of America’s largest companies. McGuiness added, “Our contributing hiring experts
have seen and reviewed thousands of resumes. So, when they suggest what to include and
where to include it, we listen.”
College career offices and career counselors utilize the resume generator because it comes
from a reliable source. Career counselors confidently point students to Jobipedia to create a
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resume in advance of a career consultation because it makes the student think about their
personal experiences and skills. In effect, the career consultation can revolve around discussing
possible companies to work for and networking opportunities for that student. And that
resume created on Jobipedia can be reviewed and polished with the career counselor.

###

Jobipedia is a free career advice website sponsored by HR Policy Foundation. It contains a
variety of resources to help college students and early career job seekers navigate the job hunt
and successfully enter the workforce. Not only does its searchable database provide answers to
nearly every question a job seeker might have, students and early career job seekers can
submit their own career‐related or job hunting question that will be personally answered by
hiring experts at Fortune 500 companies.
HR Policy Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non‐stock, non‐profit organization corporation dedicated to
getting America educated, qualified and hired. Through the development of research, services
and other resources that use the collective voice of America's largest employers, the
Foundation strives to help better informs workers, educators, job seekers, students, career
counselors and parents about the skills needed in today's rapidly changing workplaces. For
more information visit www.hrpolicyfoundation.org.

